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On June 15, the LRTA held its Retirement

Reception for the class of 2023. It was a 

pleasure to celebrate the careers of our 

nineteen honoured guests. Notably amongst the retirees was

Joan Stanko, a Frontenac teacher who is retiring after fifty-eight

years of teaching in Louis Riel and its legacy school divisions. Also

amongst the celebrated retirees was James Bedford, LRTA

member, and former MTS President. I have much gratitude for

James as I had the chance to work with him and Frank Restall

when I first joined the LRTA Office in September 2014 as Vice

President of Professional Development. I was fortunate to have

had that year to work with both who exemplified the principles of

servant leadership and were excellent mentors.

As I shared with the retirees, June is a time of closing chapters and

beginning new ones. Each year we create a legacy with our students.

We hope that with our help they have grown not only as learners, but

as future citizens and as good human beings. It is the relationships

and connections forged with students that we take with us and that

remain with them long after they leave our classrooms. Similarly, it

goes for those we relationships forged with our colleagues who

become a source of strength and support in the tough times.

I could have never imagined the numerous challenges and

obstacles we as an Association would face over four years when I

shifted to the role of LRTA President in September 2019. We

battled Bill 28, draconian legislation by the current government

that impeded our ability to fairly negotiate our Collective

Agreement. That led us to an interest arbitration which resulted

in LRTA setting the standard for teacher contracts across the

province for 2018-2020. Then came the pandemic that has

forever changed us as teachers. The impacts continue to

reverberate in the lives of our students and in our daily work. As

if that wasn’t enough, the provincial government launched Bill 64

at us. Together we slammed the door on it. And this year, we once

again raised our voices against Bill 35 which promises to affect us

as educators as we move into the future.

All these challenges came as we watched the public education

system funding continue to lose pace with inflation at a time when

we and our students most needed supports. Sharing your stories of

challenge with folks over the summer will be critical as we head

toward a provincial election this fall. Being vocal is what contributed

to our victory against Bill 64. Being vocal again is what will help

encourage the apathetic to go out and vote. More importantly, it will

help the electorate choose MLAs who understand and value the

work we do in the face of growing and evermore complex needs of

the students we work with. 

While these past four years have been the most challenging of my

career, they have also been the most rewarding. I am thankful to the

Executive members for their contributions, to Council Reps and

Alternate Reps for their support, and to you the members for

reaching out to us. These have not been easy times and we have

been awestruck by your dedication to the students with whom we

work. We are grateful for your candor and trust in sharing your lived

experiences with us during school visits. Your voices have stood at

the forefront of our advocacy work. We have taken our

responsibility to amplify your voices seriously throughout my time

in office. I have every faith that this will not change as Jay, Scott,

and Jaclyn will continue this work with the same level of passion and

conviction.

I am grateful to my husband, Brendan, and sons Nate and Kellan, for

their sacrifices, patience, and understanding for time spent in

service of the members instead of with them. My eldest who was

beginning Kindergarten when I started at the LRTA Office, will go to

high school this September. And I will go to school with him – me to

teach, he as a Grade 9 student. (Trust me the idea sounded cooler to

him four years ago.) I am excited to get back to a classroom (pending

completion of construction at CJS) to work with young people, and

to rekindle my passion for teaching and learning.

But first comes the summer break – a time for us to all rest, relax,

spend time with family and friends, and to prioritize our personal

wellness. The next two months are about rekindling that spark in

you and refilling that proverbial bucket. Make sure to make yourself

a priority.

So, with this final President’s Message, I wish you good health and

happiness this summer and always.

Together we are stronger,

Marcela
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On January 31, 2022, the Manitoba government proclaimed Bill 45 (The Public Schools Amendment 

and Manitoba Teachers’ Society Amendment Act), moving almost all Manitoba teachers to a system of

provincial bargaining.

Under this system, Locals (like LRTA) no longer bargain individual contracts. Instead teachers, except those in the

Division scolaire franco-manitobaine, will become part of one Collective Agreement.

MTS has been meeting with the Manitoba School Boards’ Association throughout the past year to negotiate a new

Collective Agreement for all teachers Manitoba based on the opening package that was approved in March 2022.

Needless to say, this is a long process and will take some time to complete.

For LRTA members, nothing will change in the short term with the Collective Agreement. Although our current 

 agreement is dated to June 30, 2022, it remains in effect until a new provincial agreement is reached and ratified.

Members continue to receive the salaries, benefits, rights, and working conditions as stipulated in the LRTA

Collective Agreement. We are, in effect, frozen in time with the agreement until the membership is in a position to

ratify a new agreement.

Looking to the future, LRTA members will continue to be employed by the Louis Riel School Division even in the new

provincial agreement, and LRSD will continue to be bound by terms of a Collective Agreement whether local or

provincial. The LRTA will continue to exist to provide support to the membership and will monitor the

implementation of Collective Agreement language locally. This will be done in the knowledge that almost all

teachers in Manitoba will be working under the same contract terms for the first time since MTS was founded more

than 100 years ago.















CONTACT US
 

The LRTA office is closed from July 1st to Sept. 6th.

Should you require assistance, please contact the
Manitoba Teachers’ Society at 204-888-7961.

@preslrta 

Reminder: If you have recently changed your name, please contact the LRTA office at  204-929-5782 or office@lrta.mbteach.org and have your file updated.
 
 

 


